
LYNX BUFFER MANAGEMENT 

Project Buffer, Feeding Buffer(s), Milestone Buffer(s)



Buffer types in LYNX projects

 Project Buffer

 There is only 1 project buffer

 Feeding Buffers

 There can be multiple feeding chains 

 Each feeding chain can have it’s own feeding buffer

 Milestone Buffers

 A deadline defined for a task is considered to be a “milestone”

 The chain leading to a task with milestone will have a milestone buffer

 Resource Buffers

 Applied during the “staggering process”  - not described in the document
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Example Project 
before inserting buffers
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Task 4 “Integration 1” has a deadline 

(milestone) at Wednesday 4 September

4 September



“Views” dropdown box
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Select “Critical Chain View” if you 

want to review and focus on the 

tasks on the Critical Chain only.



Buffer controls
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Buffercontrols are placed here

Select this button

Select buffertypes you 

want to insert and 

corresponding sizes 

(as a percentage)



Result for example project
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Milestone buffer of 4,3 days 

(6 + 3 + 3 + 5) * 25 % = 4,25 

Feeding buffers

Project buffer

(4 + 4) * 50 % = 4



Release project

Change Status “Not started”  “Released” (possible for users with role “space owner”)
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Release the project via 

“Properties” and then by 

changing the status from 

“not started” to “released”. 



Result of releasing the Example Project
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LYNX has inserted columns by buffer type.  For each task LYNX 

will calculate the corresponding buffer penetrations.

LYNX has added 

several extra views. 

Project Buffer

Feeding Buffer

Feeding Buffer

Milestone  Buffer



Time  + 3 days
(Monday 5 August  Thursday 8 August 9 AM)
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3 days /17,5 days  = 17 %

2 hours buffer 

penetration = 6 %

No progress has been made yet on any task on the Critical Chain



Time  + 5 days (3 + 2)
(Monday 5 August  Monday 12 August 9 AM)
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Jack Morgan (designer) has started 

working on task 1. He reports an 

Expected Time to Complete of 4 

days – so there is a progress of 2 

days on the Critical Chain.  

Buffer penetraitions remain the 

same (2 days later + 2 days 

progress).



How does LYNX show progress? 
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Right Mouseclick opens this 

window. Select “progress chart”

clc/cc = Current Longest Chain/ Critical Chain

pbp/pb = Project Buffer Penetration / Project Buffer  

Project Buffer Penetration

Milestone Buffer Penetration



Time  + 6 days 
(Monday 5 August  Tuesday 13 August 9 AM)
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Milestone Buffer penetration = 29 %)

Project Buffer Penetration = 23 %



How does LYNX show progress?
LYNX will display the buffer with the Earliest Due-Date in the project portfolio tab
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mlc/mc = Milestone Longest Chain/ Milestone Chain

mbp/mb = Milestone Buffer Penetration / Milestone Buffer  

LYNX will display the buffer with the Earliest Due-Date.  



Milestone Buffer Feeding Chain View
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LYNX shows the current longest milestone feeding chain 
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Duration of task 6 is 2 days longer. Tasks 

6 becomes part of the feeding chain for 

the milestone.  



Effect “Automatic Buffer Consumption” when inserting buffers
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There can be multiple 

Milestones en Milestone Buffers



Controlling Buffer Information
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The Controlling Buffer is displayed in the project 

portfolio list and multi-project fever chart. 



Project portfolio additional views18



Multi-Project Progress information
Buffer filter added to Project Portfolio View
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Show all buffers
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Progress chart
Same Filters as in the Project Portfolio view
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